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Welcome to Megatouch 2011.
Our newest Megatouch release features nine new Ion games
plus two widescreen-exclusive titles.
2011 delivers fun, bite-sized entertainment experiences that can
be played socially on a big screen. It includes new titles built to
excite current players, while also adding fresh genres to attract
patrons who may have never played a bar-top game before.

Final Table Hold ’Em

Trix

Little Shop Road Trip

Word Dojo 2

Boxxi Blitz

Flick & Kick Football

Space Farmer

Zombie Cats

Mystery Phraze

All-New Penthouse Suite

This widescreen-exclusive is the world’s
first Texas Hold ’Em game to feature Spin
Cards. Players quickly responded to the
addition by making Final Table Hold ’Em
one of the top five most-played games on
updated Aurora WS and Rx systems.

Following the runaway success of Little
Shop of Treasures, Megatouch is going on
the road with 16 all-new scenes featuring
thousands of hidden objects for players
to find.

A combination of speed and strategy is the
key to success in this crazy adaptation of a
fan favorite. Three box colors allow massive moves that spawn game-changing
power-ups and soaring high scores.

In this line-drawing game, players manage
a fleet of UFOs to capture as many sheep,
cows, and chickens as they can, all while
avoiding mid-air spacecraft collisions.

This popular word game has been reinvented and given a fresh facelift for 2011.
Whether they choose Entertainment, Music,
Sports, or General, each of the 24 subcategories are sure to keep players guessing.

From the Middle East comes a compelling
widescreen-exclusive card game that’s
both easy to learn and fun to play. Players
complete against three opponents in a
series of different card games to crown a
ruler of the kingdom.

For close to a decade, Megatouch fans
have honed their word-building skills
playing the original Dojo game. Its sequel
delivers an expanded dictionary, crazy
power-ups, enhanced scoring, and an allnew survival round.

In this action game, a quick finger-flick
decides whether players score a field goal
or land in the stands. But this is no
ordinary game, and that is no ordinary
goal post. The kick is up--and it’s good!

In this fun-loving action game, players
attempt to successfully escape a city
overrun by an undead army of felines.

This all-new photo library features the
hottest Penthouse models to ever appear
on a touchscreen. This suite leaves little
to the imagination and includes the
first tournament-ready erotic games:
Penthouse Panty Bandits and Penthouse
Super Boxxi.

Megatouch 2011, Force Suite
Megatouch 2011 also marks the final software update for Force systems. Little Shop of Treasures, the smash-hit of 2010 is now on Force
and joins Road Trip, Boxxi Blitz, and an all-new Penthouse Suite to create a powerful punch for updated machines. 2011 offers a tremendous value to operators who haven’t upgraded in a couple of years and is only available for a limited time.
• Upgrade from Force 2009, get up to 17 New Games • Upgrade from Force 2008, get up to 30 New Games
• Upgrade from Force 2007, get up to 46 New Games • Upgrade from Force 2006, get up to 52 New Games

All game names are registered trademarks of AMI Entertainment Network ©AMI Entertainment Network except CasinoCats™ and Spin Card™ are trademarks of Leveraged Gaming Corp. Copyright 2010.
All rights reserved. Patent Pending. PENTHOUSE is a trademark of General Media Communications, Inc. Used by permission. Copyright, 2010 by General Media Communications, Inc. All rights reserved.
Little Shop Road Trip and Little Shop of Treasures ©2010 GameHouse, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Connectivity made easy.
Getting your Megatouch online has never been easier or more
rewarding. Our new step-by-step Connection Wizard has simplified
the connection process for wireless, wired, and dial-up Ion machines.
AMI engineers redesigned the entire process for simplicity and ease
of use. No more confusing screens. No more bouncing around.
Operators can even register a game on-location! All that’s needed is
a broadband connection.

Online benefits, free of charge.
Introduced in 2009, MegaNet® Core allows FREE access to dozens of online
features aimed at making route management a breeze.
AMI Access, our newest tool, empowers YOU to connect, view, and take live
control of any broadband-connected Ion running 2011 on your route — right
from your own PC or Mac! Just jump online, log in using your MegaNet ID,
and make changes live, in real-time. AMI Access even notifies you if the game
is in use! How cool is that?

Let’s talk music.
2011 makes it easier than ever to sync your Megatouch and jukebox.
Enable players to browse and order music without leaving their bar
stool — it’s FREE and easy to set up!
An AMI jukebox connected to a Megatouch can earn up to 15% more
music revenue!

Stay up to date, automatically.
Location visits to install software can be a thing of the past. Our 4-year Broadband Subscription
Model is now available for broadband-connected Rx and Aurora Widescreens running 2009
software or newer.
After the first year, $25 per month not only ensures your game always has the latest and
greatest software, but also guarantees your hard drive for the entire duration of your contract.
Operators are given access to all the free online benefits of MegaNet, plus Tournamaxx®
player tournaments — a $300 savings!
Tournamaxx enables your players to compete on local, regional, and national levels while
playing their favorite games — and increases coin-drop up to 32%!
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www.amientertainment.com

